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Eclectic Odetta Will Sing at MSC
"If you had to settle for one in
a lifetime, this is the one you'd
pick."
That's what the "Washington
Star" had to say upon hearing the
vibrant folk singing contralto of
Odetta.
For more than decade now, she
has been receiving similar critical praise throughout the world
while delighting audiences from
concert and nightclub stages, on
record, in films, and on television.
Demand for her varied talents
has come from such far-flung
places as Japan, Germany, Nige
ria and Australia. But her globecircling to these and other points
is but a part of a busy life that
takes her annually to college
campuses and public concert
halls from coast to coast.
Born in Birmingham, Ala.,
(which presented her the key to
the city in 1965), Odetta moved to
Los Angeles with her family at the
age of six.

Ironically, Odetta's first professional engagement came not
in the world of folk song, but ra
ther in a West Coast edition of
"Finian's Rainbow" which took
her away from home for the first
time to San Francisco.
She was introduced to folk
songs shortly thereafter by
friends and soon discovered them
to her liking. She particularly was
impressed with the freedom and
range of expression of the songs.
After teaching herself to play
the guitar, she started perform
ing in West Coast clubs, moved
eastward to New York's late,
great Blue Angel and suddenly
found herself winning new admi
rers right and left.
Harry Belafonte and Pete Seeger were among her fans. Soon
she was conquering Carnegie Hall
and making annual appearances at
the Newport, R. I., Folk Festivals.
Her new-found life of onenighters soon was not enough for
her following.
Consequently, this "voice of
She learned quickly that music many triumphs" as London's
was to be her language. In junior "Daily Mail" calls it, can now
high school she joined the glee be enjoyed on numerous longclub. Then voice lessons spon playing albums under the RCA
sored by Harry Burnett of the Victor, Vanguard, Riverside, and
Turnabout Theatre followed. In Tradition labels.
high school she studied art songs
Odetta has won additional wideand the classics.
spread fame with her critically
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Students Confront College Board
by Tom Clark
Arriving late on Sunday night,
and entering the conference room
at the St. Paul Hotel, we found the
Minnesota State College Student
Association already drafting its
revised proposals that would be
submitted to the State College
Board on Monday. The majority
of discussion and planning had
already taken place on the pre
ceding evening in St. Cloud. A
six-hour meeting had produced
six committees, each to deal
with one proposal concerning
^^>dent rights and responsibility.
^^The meeting was chaired by
Tim Dalton of Winona State, who
consistently reminded the dele
gates that no demands or ultima
tums should be given to the State
Board because such actions might
defeat our entire purpose. Winona
was represented on the executive
council more than anyof the other
state colleges with three of five
positions being held by them.
St. Cloud and Marshall were not
in attendance at the Sunday meet
ing.
After three and one half hours
these final "requests" w e r e
adopted by the MSCSA.
, !, Bookstores are not to be run
for profits. Sales taxes would be
eliminated from all student book
purchases. Students would hold
50^ of positions on Bookstore
Boards, and Bookstore managers
would have non-voting positions
on that board. Book exchanges
would be non-profit. Managers
would bo salaried and not allowed to receive commissions
^^r "kickbacks".
2. A11 judicial committees
would be in the control of elec
ted or Student Senate appointed
students. The concept of "double
jeopardy" would be eliminated.
Presently Minnesota State col
lege policies permit a student to
be tried by civil courts and then
returned to the college to face
punishment there also. All dis
ciplinary files regarding a cer

tain student are to be inacces
sible unless the student has gran
ted permission to have his files
reviewed. Upon his graduation,
transfer, or leaving school the
files would be destroyed.
3. Concerning student publica
tions, the MSC A regarded the dis
allowing of prior censorship pa
ramount and essential to free
dom of student voice. Autonomy of
such publications was thought to
be most easily assured by stu
dent control of funds. Also, no
editor would be influenced by
fearing withdrawal of allot
ted funds. The association also
stated its opposition to any for
mal state or local board which
would have control of all stu
dent publications.

4. Perhaps the only thing that
can be said concerning the next
category, that of student par king,
is that the MSCSA requested
more money for more parking
space and maintenance crews.
They also called for the ending
of all segregated parking faci
lities. Such requests are not new
to administrations of any of the
state colleges.
5. The committee on curiculum reiterated action already ta
ken by the State Board in its
request for 180 credit hours to
be required for graduation. Also
requested was a third type of
four year degree. This degree
would be given to a student who

Because many students are
unaware of what "Convivio" isor even that it exists — it is ne
cessary to define it once a year,
hopefully to arouse the interest
of prospective new contributors.
"Convivio" is a student lite
rary magazine publishing under
graduate, faculty, graduate, and
alumni writings: short stories,
plays, essays, sketches, and
poetry. It is also a weekly se
minar conducted by Dr. Bernard
Heringman and "Convivio"
members to read, discuss, and
offer criticism to students inte
rested in creative writing.

For students that shy from
wide-open discussion of their
work, manuscripts may be han
ded in earmarked for considera
tion by the editorial staff only;
this writing is not discussed in
the seminar, but criticism may
be submitted anonymously; the
reluctance of a student to read
his work in the seminar is really
not justified, however, as the
members of "Convivio" (with
the exception of Dr. Heringman,
the advisor) are students, so the
contributor is on an equal footing
with the people discussing his
writing.
Art is also published in the
magazine. Photographs, wood
cuts, charcoal drawings, sket
ches, and other black-and-white
pieces are sought for reproduc
tion. The selection of artwork is
done by the editorial board only
and is not discussed in the semi
nar.
For further information regar
ding "Convivio", inquire at the
English Department Office or
speak to
Larry Peterson, the
editor, Dr. Heringman, or any of
the "Convivio" contributors.

Continued pg. 6

Writers Sought

As a seminar, "Convivio"may
be taken for one credit, but it
must be remembered that the
seminar is chiefly a discussion
counterpart to the magazine, and
not a "class". It exists for the
purpose of the organizing the
magazine and the improvement
and encouragement of student
writing. "Convivio" seminar
meets weekly on Tuesdays at
7:30 p.m. either in a library
seminar room or at the homeofa
"Convivio" staff member.

acclaimed appearances on na
tional television.
Two of her most impressive
appearances came on a Harry
Belafonte spectacular and on the
special, "Dinner with the Pre
sident" for the late President
Kennedy.
She also was the featured per
former on a two-hour Easter
Sunday special.
But Odetta does not let her
singing voice speak for her alone.
She has branched out into the act
ing profession where again she
has found critical acceptance.
In television, she has appeared
dramatically in "Have Gun, Will
Travel," while in films she has
appears in the role of a murder
ess in "Sanctuary" and played
herself singing a rousing version
of "Santy Anno " in "Cinerama
Holiday."
But whether it's a television
program in Copenhagen or a con
cert stage in downtown Chicago,
such continued critical and popu
lar successes have propelled her
into the front ranks of American
folk artists.
Odetta will be performing in
the Center for the Arts audi
torium, Saturday, Feb. 1, at 8:15
p.m. Tickets will go on sale in
the Fine Arts office in the CA on
Monday, Jan. 27.
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Cast Complete for
'Mother Courage'
The final casting has been
finished and rehearsals are now
underway for Bertolt Brecht's
MOTHER COURAGE AND HER
CHILDREN. The internationally
known play is scheduled to run
Feb. 12, 13, 14, and 15 in the Cen
ter for the Arts.
Jacqueline Brookes will be
performing in the title role as
Mother Courage. She is nationally
known as a Broadway performer
and is considered by many critics
as one of the foremost young
actresses in American theatre.
Her children will be played by
Mary Jean Feton, Fargo, (Kattrin); Jerry VerDorn, Ed in a,
(Eilif); and Doug Hamilton, Moor
head, (Swiss Cheese).
The large supporting cast is
headed by Carol Bakke, Fargo,
as Yvette, a camp follower; Russel Balanger, St. Paul, is the nar
rator; a Protestant Sergeant is
portrayed by Lowell Gytri, Moor
head; Bill Heslin,Irvington,N.J.,
plays a Regimental Commander;
Roger Kjos, Moorhead, is a Re
cruiting Officer; Mike Kolba,
Moorhead, portrays an Army
Chaplin; Les Sarnoff, St. Louis
Park, will be an Army Colonel;
and Alan Wilke, Battle Lake, will
play an Army cook.
The soldiers in MOTHER
COURAGE will be played by John
Fellerer, Per ham; Ralph Giffen,
St. Vincent; Bob Gingerich, Min
neapolis; Jim Hockett, Frazee;
Dennis Johnson, Pelican Rapids;
Steve Kloeckner, Dilworth; Ro
bert Ormseth, Detroit Lakes;
John South, St. Paul; Ken Toop,
Hancock; Brad Appel, Rick Frazier, Pete Sorenson, all of Moor
head; Greg Doffin, Neal Eriks moen, and Paul Meyers, all of
Fargo.
Portraying peasants are Jim
Erickson, Boise, Idaho; F r e d
Kempe, St. Paul; Linda Omelianchuk, Edina; Craig Smith, Bel

trami; Mary Tallman, Fargo;
Ann Sunstad, Perley; and Bill
Wicks, Moorhead.
The musicians are Bill Brad
ford, Wadena; Art Auer, Deadwood, S.D.; Jeff Creamer, De
troit Lakes; Gayle Forsberg,
Pingree, N.D.; and Jan Graf, Perman.
The story centers around an
aging canteen woman and her
three children who follow the
armies-at-war while peddling
clothing, bread, and ammunition
from a ragged canteen wagon.
Adopting the colors of any win
ner, Mother Courage loses her
family and learns only the lesson
of survival from the soldiers
brutalized by decades of conflict.
Assisting Dr, Hansen in the di
rection of the productionare Mike
Anderson, Sabin, and Mary Tallman, Fargo.

MSC to Hear
Sibley
T h e i n t e r n a t i o n a l l y - k n o wn
pacifist Mulford Q. Sibley, will
speak on "Civil Disobedience:
Treason or Obligation", Tues
day, Jan. 28, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Union Ballroom. The appearance
is sponsored by the Special
Events Committee of the Comstock Memorial Union.
Mr. Sibley has been for many
years a professor of political
science at the University of Min
nesota. He has published several
books, among them the wellknown "The Quiet Battle" — a
collection of examples of active
nonviolence. He has also been a
major influence behind many stu
dent peace movements.
In 1965, after an appearance at
a county library, he became a

Continued Pg. 3
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Editorials
LaVander and 1984
For years "Joe College'1 types have been the social epitomy of
Minnesota campuses. The vacuum created by these beer drinkers
has long been filled by administrative and faculty personnel. But
the "Joe College" type is fading fast, and with it the relevance of
the educational system that geared itself to the Joe College mentality.
Now it is time for student power activists to take a stronger stand
than ever.
Last Thursday, Gov. Harold LeVander stated that disruptions at
the University of Minnesota or at state colleges "won't be tolerated
in the future." In his 1984 style, LeVander went on to say that stu
dent protest must adhere to the procedure established by the Uni
versity. The Governor's policy of forcing even protest demonstra
tions through "proper channels" and the blatant intolerance of
future disruptions must be met quickly and strongly by Minnesota's
college students.
Students, even on the MS campus, must recognize, and then assert
their right to demonstrate and disrupt the system when the proper
channels are closed to them. The empty rhetoric of officials such
as LeVander and Dr. Dille can no longer be allowed to effect pa
tient "waiting for action" as it has previously done.
We, as college students, must act quickly to meet the Governor's
challenge to the student movement. If we do not, we can assume that
LeVander, lik Mayor Daley, will have his way.
DB

Don't Tred On Us

Recently a Student Senator
dropped in on our Dean of Stu
dent's office for some informa
tion concerning an educational
reform which he has been work
ing for. Our senator found him
self under fire. It seems thatour
new academic dean feels thatone
of his duties is to find out which
MISTIC staff members and which
Student Senate members are also
members of Students for a Demo
cratic Society. We here at the
MISTIC are very glad to see our
academic dean taking interest in
nonacademic endeavors. In an ef
fort to make his investigation of
Un-American activities m o r e
profitable we decided to save
him the trouble. Below is a list of
people who are members of SDS
ami would not fear a HUAC type
atmosphere. We suppose that
some of our fellow SDS'ers were
afraid to sign, but enough names
will be available since some in
terested students who are not in
SDS wished to join their signa
tures to ours. Maybe these latest
are the true patriots. Fortuna
tely, however, you don't have to
fret too much about shat kind of
subversion.
Carole Johnson
Harold Finn
David Brawthen
Joe Bernick
Dan Bennett
Kathy Cota
Steve Hamilton
Roger Jung
Jerome Clark
Reeri Murphy
Donna Williams
Dick Treumann
Erie Peitonieir i
Mary Aim
Id0ry
Tim Hilber „
'Vo-v
;
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Things by Jim Davis
UNIMPORTANT THINGS—
Claudine doesn't like to be
referred to as a "local cele
brity", (last week's column).
Call her a "foreign celebrity."
(Also, delete the prefix un= in
the heading for this item only!)
Why doesn't Castro confiscate
all those planes that make un
scheduled landings at his air
port?
The selective service system
doesn't accept collect calls.
Even seventh graders know
who Che Guevara is. If you don't,
just ask Joel Jorland.
If the Vietnam war were a
person, we could kill it. Man
kind hasn't found such an easy
solution for things yet (no pun).
Nixon's president and nothing
feels different. Maybe next week.
THINGS WITHOUT WHICH THIS
COLUMN WOULD BE RATHER
SHORT
For the record, and to be read
out of context — I respectfully
thank Miss Johnson, Mr. Gill, and
the student senate (in that order)
for extending the library hours.
Reference to last week —
"pseudo-prejudice against pre
judice." That's too narrow a
subject. It's apparent that in a
many-body problem, it is not
only the prejudice against pre
judice that's false. Every ac
tion, statement, idea, in fact
everything, is perturbed by the
presence of other bodies in
"people-space". That's physics
talk for psychology - sociology,
and human nature. So, we'll ac
cept for the moment humanity.
More importantly than this, we
have opportunity to consider the
result of human nature, specifi
cally, as an example, on t h e
Moorhead State College Student
Senate.

Naturally, we observe the gro
wing sophistication of the senate
with pride. The senate was more
effective last quarter than it was
last year. To listen to some onj
senate it is better this quar
uW
than last quarter. Sort of like a
basketball team.
^
Monday night, seven of the
senators were unable to attend
the senate meeting as they were
returning from Minneapolis "*
where they had gone to "watch"
the state college board. (Yes.)
Therefore, there wasn't a quo
rum and, according to Hoyle, if
any senator objects to an offi
cial meeting being held, it cannot
be. After V.P. Giddings explai
ned this and some discussion, Joe
Bernick decided that it wasn't in
the best interest of the "left" to
do any business, and he loudly
signaled one of his puppets, thus
ending the meeting.
Now it's probably not impor
tant whether the meeting was
held or not but it serves as an
illustration of the structure of
the senate's "radical" bloc. 0
suggest editor Bernick that in the
future you see finer strings on
your puppets, or else progi^^i
them before the meeting.)
I realize that it's not true that
everyone on the radical left is a
political puppet of Bernick. Ra
ther they are social puppets. If
one of the senators goes against
Bernick he loses his "anti
social" standing, as would have
happened to Senator Jung had he
not been so well loved. (Senator
Jung seems to disagree on cer
tain things.)
I asked a radical student sena
tor why he was introducing a particular resolution. It was to show
that they could push through any
thing they wanted, he said. I think
he was joking. Besides, he pro- —
bably trusted me, which makes it
unfair.
I would ask Carole Johnson ^
why, when she had previously
been so violently and emotionally
against the senators "taking ~
sides" Le. forming blocs (I refer
to her position during what Ber
nick and cohorts refer to as "the ..
Mistic controversy," b e t t e r
known to plebians as J. Clark),
she seems to willing to join the
left "bloc" now when she's not
so alone.
I would undoubtedly be attacflBr
on the grounds that the "bloc"
structure
the senate is ima
ginary if the members of the
left though-: what I say had any
more significance than the "ram-

Several months have passed since students at MSC first de
manded an end to tokenism by the administration.
At the time, several faculty senators met with several student
senators and appointed a committee to investigate. In other words,
another link in the long bureaucratic chain.
The Student Senate should strive to represent the students and
not just to fiddle around in back door committees or on the second
floor of the student union. Occupying library buildings is an enjoy
able past-time and might demonstrate student power, but a demon
stration of student power is not really student power. If students
did have any power the sit-in would have been unnecessary. If
any real student power existed on this campus, the college admini
stration would be unnecessary, instead of just incompetent
The student senators must realize that they represent an interest
group or a "class". It is a class of people who are stuffed into
classrooms, forced to pay tuition, and threatened military service
if they quit Unfortunately, our senators continue to consider them
IT;*
selves as part of the administrative machine. They talk about what's
best for the college as if the best is that Dr. Dille remain presi
dent and Dr. Hanson, Academic Dean. In actuality, the college,
i.e., the students, might be served best by a few replacements in
administrative positions—especially the second one mentioned. Just
check the list of administrators and see how many are people re
cently promoted from faculty and administrative rank.
by Tom Clark.
a nasty "sit-in" by the Student
I feel that Dr. Neumaier made one big mistake in not realizing
Due to a request from the Senate to finally force those hours
that he had been feeding a monster—a self-perpetuating bureau editor that I make my report on to be obeyed.
cracy. Such a machine is composed of people who are hung up on the State College Board as ob
In his President's Report
their own interests. Our bureaucrats are relatively young and don't jective as possible I am forced Dille referred with pride to the
hope to remain in their present positions forever. Beware students, to write this article that I might Senate's resolution that extended
you are being stepped on, the steps leading up to a sanctuary for give my impressions of what the MSC library hours. He con
transpired in St Paul during the veniently deleted any remarks
lazy educators.
It seems Dr. Dille would like to include all college publications past weekend.
concerning our obnoxious "sitThe first surprising fact of in". Is this the type of adminis
under one board. This idea might be a good one, but the students
should get on his back and force him to hurry. Next quarter a new which I became aware was that tration we must deal with on this
staff will be editing the MISTIC. Let the new editor be apointed our long awaited 180 credit hours campus? One that forces us to
soon with the student body having a voice in the selection. Senators, required for graduation has not reject the "proper channels" in
student and faculty types, should get on the ball and put the KMSC been stalled in the State College favor of direct action and then in
and MISTIC boards into. operation, push the advisory committee Board but rather has already front of his superiors point with
into its proper place and get your fellow students and faculty involved. been passed by them. Dr. Mitau pride that library hours were
Our administration should also realize that they have 5,000 informed us that all that is neces extended by the use of "proper
students to deal with, students who, if forced into a corner, might sary now is for a public hearing channels". Either support us,
take things through the proper channels as they did with the library to be held and then each col
Con't. on pg. 3
issue.
-IB lege must decide what courses Con't. on pg. 7
are to be eliminated. As soon as
that decision is made, the credit
requirements may be lowered.
THE Moorhead State MISTIC
If a majority of students
f a v o r the reduction of c r e 
Published weekly except during holidays and examination periods.
by Tom Hilber
do. You NEVER WONDERED why dits then it is up to us to make
PRESS
Hey mother, are you planning all the young people left. Well, President Dille well aware of our
to send your son or daughter to its simple. There's nothing to desires. Talk to your profes
RIPRfSENTEO FOR NATIONAL. ADVKRT1BINO BY
Moorhead State? Well, forget it. do.
sors, student repre sentatives,
National Educational Advertising Services
This college, besides becoming
Culture is synonymous with and write letters to the respec
A DIVISION OF
a dangerous place for girls to education. You somehow saw that tive deans and to this paper.
READSITS DI«KST SALES * SERVICES, INC.
remain chaste, and for driving as a lot of high flying anti-Bible There is no reason why we cannot
SSO LBKLNPTON Ay., NBW York, N. V. 1Q017
your son to pot, will teach them stuff, course that's the only book have this revision accomplished
Second class Dostage naid at Moorhead, Minnesota. Subscription $3.00 per year.
values that are not to be found you had in the house. And busi by Fall quarter of this year.
The opinions expressed'in he MISTIC are not necessarily those
EXCEPT over the next sunset ness, well, we don't like Jews.
"Regular channels" is a word
or sunrise. Cosmopolitan ideas Banks, barbers, booze and a few I heard often this past weekend. of the college or student body.
that hardly keynote the Bible belles eh!
Dr. Mitau and his Board used it
j0e Bernick
belt.
Let me get to the point. To be often and we have heard it con EDITOR
Of course it is you who NEVER pragmatic about it, culture means stantly from the administrators NEWS EDITOR
Dan Bennett
THOUGHT that the farm would jobs, money, and it attracts on this campus. Anyone who has LAYOUT EDITOR. . .
Kathie Cota
lose its appeal. It was you who people who areeducated. It makes ever been involved in student COPY EDITOR
Dave Brawthen
NEVER THOUGHT that your ci the area stir a little, it makes politics will tell you that too SPORTS EDITOR
Dave Schrotgfc
Greg H. oBn
ties were good enough for cul people aware of their environ often those "proper channels" BUSINESS MANAGER
ADVERTISING MANAGER
Jitendra R. Patel
ture or big business. YouNEVER ment and not weary of it. Oh are circular and designed to
Donna Williams
THOUGHT too much about what yeah, your churches brought thwart students' attempts to en CIRCULATION MANAGER
Corky Miller, Dick Treumann
future generations might face. people together for social af act many of their proposals.Such PHOTOGRAPHERS
Eiton Hall
Yet perhaps you did. Moorhead fairs and services. But a church, was the case of Carole Johnson, ADVISOR
Eric Peltoniemi,
State was someone's idea to bring like a father, that only preaches Senator-at-Large, who originally REPORTERS
education to the plains. For years and does not take care of the task proposed the extension of library Robert C. Kinkade, Jim Davis, Sara Johnson, Herbert T. Kratlow,
and years MS turned out nice of affording a living for young hours. The "proper channels" Judy Wodarz, Kathy Kraft, Karen May, Timothy Tweedle, Phil
little straight laced teachers. Of people liberated from constant consisted of repeated trips to the Norrgard, Jerome Clark, Tom McConn, Dennis Johnson, Tony
head librarian's office and to the Passanante, Tom Hilber, George Schatz, Lee Ann Derrick, Sue
course you NEVER ASKED what
office of President Dille. It took Esperum, Tom Clark, Dorothy Schultz, Capt. Jack Myott.
all those educated people would Con't. on pg. 4
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LETTERS
Virgin
To the Editor:
„from: National Liberation Front
' (Women's Rights, that is)
As one of the few remaining
concerned Christians i n this
Town, I feel I must publicly con
demn the recent controversy over
the type of table at the Paris
Peace Talks, and the National
Liberation FronL Although it is
well known that the French are
supposed to be the world's grea
test lovers, who ever thought of
doing it on a table?
(why don't we do it in the road?)
Secondly, with so much written
these days about women's rights,
I should think that there would be
some vestiges of modesty, and
downright outrage, left in the
. modern woman of today. It seems
a bit ironical for the "emancipa
ted woman" to allow herself to be
exploited in this way, but that is
exactly what is happenings-first
wy^e coverage of the Peace Talks.
modern woman has placed
her feminine dignity, unabashed,

on the line, her front line! Topless waitresses (God forbid!)
weren't enough to spoil the appe
tite of a Godless society, insatia
ble for lust and smut. What will
become of our daughters when,
tomorrow, they must answer to
their own children for the auda
cious exposure of their BO DIES?
I am deeply distressed as daily,
for week upon week, the Demo
cratic diplomat claims that he
has operated in the strict inte
rests of the American govern
ment in coming to a swift colla
boration on the positioning around
the table. Now, at last, we will
have an honest, God-fearing Re
publican in the white house, who
will hopefully restore some sense
of respect and justice into our
secular society.
a 38-year-old virgin

Really Now
To the Editor:
When I saw Dr. Doolittle's
"Push me—Pull you" I thought
that 1 had seen everything. But
I have since read the Faculty-

Staff Newsletter which told me
that a student senator recom
mending the elimination of re=
quired faculty advisors for stu
dent organizations noted in her
presentation that "There is no
requirement presently that all
faculty organizations at MSC have
a student advisor." Really, now!
Arne D. Teigland
Dept. of Speech

Tri-College

On U/ar
Why of course people don't
want war. Why should some poor
slob on a farm want to risk his
life in a war when the best he can
get out of it is to come back to
his farm in one piece? Naturally,
the common people don't want
war; neither in Russia, nor in
England, nor in America, nor in
Germany. That is understood.
But, after all, it is the leaders
of the country who determine po
licy, and it is always a simple
matter to drag the people along,
whether it is a democracy, or a
fascist dictatorship, or a parlia
ment, or a communist dictator
ship.
Voice or no voice, the people
can always be brought to the bid
ding of the leaders. That is easy.
All you have to do is to tell them
they are being attacked, and de
nounce the pacifists for lack of
patriotism and exposing the coun
try to danger. It works the same
in any country.
— Herman Goering at the
Nuremberg Trials

_

REGISTERED

_

Keepsake'

DIAMOND RINGS

' The Tri-College University
Committee will seek in the 1969
sessions of the North Dakota and
Minnesota legislatures clearer
language in state statutes to aid
cooperative interstate ventures
of more state institutions as well
as the three Fargo-Moorhead
colleges.
This was indicated by George
Sinner of Casselton, N.D., com
mittee chairman, this weekatthe
monthly meeting of the committee
on the NDSU campus.
A subcommittee has been at
work for some time studying
existing statutes in the two states
attempting to
determine what
changes might be needed in exis
ting legislative authorization to
help neighboring colleges on state
borders and private and public
colleges within states to enter
into contracts with non-profit
organizations, establish semiautonomous coordinating bodies,
establish common school calen

dars, more fully coordinate lib
rary services and establish a
common faculty in some areas.
Sinner, a former North Dakota
legislator and currently a mem
ber of the North Dakota Board of
Higher Education, said this week
the subcommittee is nearing the
point where it can finalize spe
cific proposals to be made to the
legislatures.
State Rep. Douglas Sillers of
rural Moorhead, a frequentmeeting attender as are some other
area legislators from both states,
pressed at this week's meeting
for the pre-session organizing of
several legislators in both states
who will be willing to serve as
liaison figures and coordinate
Tri-College legislative work be
tween the Minnesota and North
Dakota legislatures.
He said he believes now that
the Minnesota Legislature will be
willing to go along with any rea
sonable requests in this field.

Things Continued
From pg. I

perhaps, a realization of a forced
reaction.)
I would like to be able to say, or
at any rate, to write, as much
about the conservatives on the se
nate, but they are not apparently
so "well-organized" as the left,
or as interesting, nor have they a
social obligation to a puppetmaster.
I can say, however, that I am
personally quite disappointed so
far in the conservatives as well
as the radicals elected by the
MSC students.

blings" of an infidel expatriot.
For such is the classification
of a "dissident", on both the
right and left.
For you people who think the
preceding means that I'm moving
towards the right, I merely need
point out that politics, idealism,
appreciation of reality, and, in
general, intellectualism, (excuse
me for being so presumptive), are
not one=dimensional phenomena.
I merely wish to move from the
petty maneuving which always
occurs when many people are
present because of the "superio
rity" of some members of society
like Bernick (note quotes around
superiority). (If everyone on the
senate were as capable of influ
ence as Bernick they might ac
complish some realization in
each other. I should pointoutthat
Bernick is not an elected member
of the senate.)
(As a final note to anyone I
leave behind: You might consider
whether what you term "predic
tion" of the interactions between
people is really a prediction of a
spantaneous reaction, or if it is,

I Play Tryouts
For Pied Piper

Tryouts for "The Pied Piper
Df Hamelin", a well-known chil-<
iren's theatre play, will be held
this Sunday and Monday nights,
(Jan. 26 and 27, at 7 p.m. in the
Center for the Arts, room 34,
the Speech-Theatre department
jinnounced today.

Join
WW

You'll never forget the day you chose your
Kteepsake. Its matchless beauty and elegant i
styling will always remind you of your
most wonderful moment . . . your engage-1
ment day.

v.-.v^wWmR-

Brooks Jewelry

Travel where you

HOUDAY MALL
•

In Europe this summer
Cost $535
includes everything

EXPERT WATCH REPAIR

Dial 233-3190

St. John's Universi ty

MOORHEAD

want to.
Ca 11: T im Da vis
236-5952
for information

Sibley Continued
From Pg. I

cause celebre when he was sa
vagely attacked by then St. Paul
Commissioner Milton Rosen, for
his pacifist and socialist beliefs.
In a televised debate some weeks
later, Mr. Sibley (by common
agreement) demolished Mr. Ro
sen's statements.
That same year Professor Sib
ley was elected the most popular
teacher at the University of Min
nesota.

Guitar Sale
Playtex invents the first-day tampon

2-

(We took the inside out
to show you how different it is.)
i

00YA 0-13 classic guitars

LVA

1- A

Outside: it's softer and silky (not cardboardy).
Inside: it's so extra absorbent... it even protects on
your first day. Your worst day!
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind..,
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
Actually 45r<> more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon.
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap
is almost zero!
Try it fast. fc
a
Why live in the past?
...
<eH adjuring

T.ii'2 classic yuitar

1- 0'73CM

o 1 l o w . i o d y 2 1e c t r i c
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$325.00
$225.00
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TILT "T '8- " any p;uitar accessaries
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playtex
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109 West Holmes Street
Detroit Lakes, Minnesota 56501
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Eric Clapton-a
by Colin Lowe
CREAM has come. Music cri
tics immediately voiced their
opinions on what was in theory
the ultimate group in rock. Some
said it would bring a revolution
in pop music, others said (pessi
mistically, Imight add) that as a
group they would not last toge
ther; their egos would collide
and they would drift in different
directions. Both statements tur
ned out to be true. Jack Bruce
'<

bit; the guitar then takes over and
expresses in musical notes the
same idea that the singer is try
ing to get across. Clapton brought
the first interjected wailing blues
lead into hard rock, with "Fresh
Cream." The feeling he puts into
his guitar is unreal. One can al
most imagine his instrument is
speaking; by his use of fuzz-tone
(which, incidentally, has been co
pied by almost every group in
volved in rock and blues) and con
trolled feedback, the notes he

;4. . •
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Migrating Guitar

the United States, and largely
stayed here, much to the dis
may of their native country.
Eric's technique had improved
greatly. CREAM had widened
their musical horizons beyond
recognition. Jack Bruce, the un
disputed songwriter of the group,
and Pete Brown, another talented
songwriter, produced the musical
backbone, while Clapton arranged
his guitar riffs notonly to keep up
the backbone of the rhythm, but to
go beyond - providingundulating,
interweaving notes that can leave
listener breathless. A brilliant
example is "Strange Brew",
where Eric not only provides a
rhythm, but also interjects lead
breaks.
CREAM kept experimenting to
wards their ultimate album.
Clapton found he had come to the
point where he could no longer
improve his guitar work, but little
did he know that he had created a
following in other rock groups. A
noted disk jockey once told me
that for every song Cream cuts,

mmlill

represented jazz and rock. Gin
ger Baker represented jazz. Eric
epitomized the blues. When
met and played, the conglomera
tion and end result of the diffe
rent fields of music represented
what is broadly termed hard
rock.
The first song I hear d
of CREAM's was "I Feel Free"
(off their album, " F r e s h
CREAM.") I felt that Clapton
had merely continued the forrr
of rock he helped develop in the
YARDBIRDS. Those fears were
immediately dispelled by the
next cut, N.S.U.". This song re
presented the great strides they
had made - it incorporated the
driving, alternating, drums of
Ginger Baker which marks
CREAM, i t included Jack
Bruce's bass that went further
than providing a rhythm for Clap
ton, it weaves in and out Eric's
guitar, at times even hitting
higher notes.
Now blues incorporates a form
that guitar and voice shares
equally. The vocalist may singhis

mm

plays from his Gibson "Les
Paul" can bring tears to the eyes
of blues lovers everywhere. In
concert he remains quiet and un
moved, always perfectly in time,
yet sometimes his fingers move
faster than the eye can follow.
Eric Burdon told me that Clap
ton as a person did not appeal to
him - he was very removed, kept
to himself and seemed lost to his
surroundings. But behind his out
ward appearance there is a per
son that has lived for music only;
a person that is continually sear
ching for better music ideals.
DISRAELI GEARS came, and
with it, "Sunshine of your Love."
That song has become a classic,
and a revolution to rock as
"House of the Rising Sun" was
to the Animals. CREAM came to

(R
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50 Cream-type groups pop up all
over the country. CREAM, and
another revolutionary group, the
Jimi Hendrix Experience, pro
vided a path that many followed.
With "Wheels of Fire", we can
hear Eric at his best, his extra
ordinary use of the Wah-Wahpedal in "White Room", his screa
ming guitar riffs in an old blues
classic, "Crossroads" are in my
opinion superlative to any other
"rock" guitarist. (Forgive me
Jerry!) Only three other guitar
ists come even close to Clapton's
realm. They are Alvin Lee, Jimi
Hendrix and Jeff Beck. However,
they are still developing their
style, and it remains to be seen
whether they will surpass Clap
ton.
In a recent interview, Clapton
stated: "I don't think it is good
for a group to stay together for
more than two years. Ithink the
personnel should hop to other
groups now and then, in order to
improve their training in music;

one should continually strive to
improve". He made his point
when we heard the heart-break
ing news that Cream was break
ing up.
Just finishing their American
tour a few months ago, CREAM
have gone in different direc tions. Jack Bruce is going to
produce electronic music, and
write orchestral pieces; Ginger
Baker, if he ever comes down off
speed, will move into the jazz
world. Despite many rumors,
ranging from "joining up with
Janis Joplin", to "tryingto swim
the English Channel", Eric will

Wrestling
Moorhead State leveled its sea
sonal wrestling re cord at 2-2 with
a 26-6 victory over Valley City
State last Friday. M-State had
dropped earlier engagements
with Oklahoma State University
(32-3) and Southern Illinois (2511) while dumping the University
of North Dakota (32-9).
Moorhead used seven deci
sions and a fall to carve out last
Friday's 26-6 triumph at Valley
City. John Morley (Oceanside,
N.Y.), Rod Fox (Waynesburg,
Pa.), Roger Cook (Hadley, Pa.),
Floyd Thomas (New Castle, Del.),
Mike Fitzgerald (N. Bellmore,
N.Y.), Roger Anderson (Breckenridge) and John Sigfrid (Moor
head) gained decisions while Bill
Germann (Wantagh, N.Y.) collec
ted a fall.

be cutting an album with Stevie
Winwood, a la Super Session. I
do not know the content of the
yet-to-be released album, (•
knowing Eric Clapton, it should
be a revolution.

MSC Continued
From pg. 2
struggle to exist is indeed de
testable. You don't want culture,
you only want what the Joneses
got, and your children leave in
despair. God Bless America and
its big fat fiddle; good for no
thing but missile silos to pro
tect those rotting cities that we
see so well displayed.

Complete Supplies
for arts & crafts
NORTHERN SCHOOL
SUPPLY CO.
NP Avenue at 8th Street
Tel. 232-4443 — Fargo]

ETrive-Tis

ETROIT
OUNTAIN

Saturday
For some, any old ring might
do — cigar band included.
But most brides and grooms
are pretty particular about
the rings they choose. That's
why ever since the ArtCarved
people began making rings
back in 1850, more brides
have worn ArtCarved than any
other. ArtCarved craftsmanship
is the same today as it was
more than a century ago —
careful and beautiful. Come see
our new ArtCarved collection.
Unless, of course, you're
looking for just any old ring.

It's big.
But you can grow into it.
It seats 7.* Comfortably. And still has
35 cu. ft. of loading space in the rear.
Or with the back seats out, our Sta
tion Wagon has 176 cu. ft. of loading
space. Almost twice that of a conven
tional wagon.
Maybe you can use it now?

gllen? <3utol)au0. 3ftu.
VOLKSWAGEN & MERCEDES-BENZ SALES i. SERVICE
3405 WEST MAIN - BOX 829
FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA
58102
Phcn. 235-5808

Then dine at a fine restaurant that evening. Lodge for the
night at your choice of a modern hotel* or motel. Then
breakfast before hitting the slopes on Sunday. What a way
to spend the weekend and all for only $ |6 .25*
Reserve your ski weekend by forwarding your reservation
to the:
Detroit Lakes Chamber of Commerce
Telephone 218 847-8361
Detroit Lakes, Minnesota 56501

jA^rt Curved
W E D D I N G

R I N G S

ABINGT0N SET
ArtCarved wedding rings in UK solid gold
arc available from $10 to over $150

arlinson s
Jewelers & Silversmiths

. Moorhead, Minnesota
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Clark Looks at Three New Albums
,

IT'S UNIQUE!
IT'S MOD!
IT'S GREAT!

COLOR by Deluxe

United Artists

by Jerome Clark
Peter Yarrow, Peter of Paul
and Mary, said recently that pop
music is becoming softer and re
turning to the folkiness out of
which the Great Rock Revival
sprang. If the number of recent
albums by singer/songwriters is
any indication, Peter isn't just
talking through his mustache, and
those of us who never quite got
over our infatuation with folk and
folk-style music have a lot of good
listening ahead of us —that is, if
three recent albums are typical
of what lies in store.
The best of the lot by far is
Towties Van Zandt's FOR THE

Clearance

SAKE OF THE SONG (Poppy).
Van Zandt is from Texas (as is
Jerry Jeff Walker of "Mr. Bojangles" game — that's Townes
holding the banjo on the back of
Walerk's album, by the way), and
is proud of his country roots — in
spite of the record's schlocky
Nashville arrangement, o v e r
which I trust Van Zandt had no
control. It is refreshing to hear
honest, unselfconscious country
music for a change, and songs
the quality of "Tecumseh Val
ley," "All Your Young Ser
vants" and "Sixteen Summers,
Fifteen Falls" are hard to come
by. This album is almost a great

IReviecv and TfateA,
by Eric Peltoniemi
Bob Hooker, former guitarist
of Levi and the Lethertites (see
Vol. 45-No. 10), was killed Jan.
15 in an automobile accident in
River Falls, Wise. He was the
first lead guitar with the group.
The Lethertites were an obscure
group in the national scene, but

Men's - Women's Children's Shoes
Up

AW

one. I hope that Van Zandt records song about death and those it
forever. If this is hisfirstalbum, ileaves behind.
imagine what his second will be
like. And third. And tenth.
Scott Fagan, in SOUTH AT
LANTIC BLUES (Atco), proves
Diane Hildebrand's EARLY himself an original, launching
MORNING BLUES AND GREENS into some hard, harsh music tak
(Elektra) is not a great record by ing elements from jazz, blues and
any means, but it is a good one, folk. Backed by a tight horn sec
and besides, Diane is the sexiest tion and guitar, Fagan delivers
tomboy I have ever seen. Her some intense, often frighteningly
bitter laments on lost love, lone
^ongs are gentle, folky, unpreten liness and despair. You won't
tious and sometimes a little awk forget this one very soon. You'll
ward — but always pleasant. My find that it grows on you, in the
favorite is "From Rea Who Died way the fire of love dies slowly
Last Summer," a quiet, touching into ashes of hate. Yeah.

RICH VIKTORA
\RT REBERG
BEN HERMANSON

F-M BARBERSHOP
16 - 4th St. South
Moorhead — 233-5101
Appointment if desired weekdays

To

Discontinued Styles
of Famous Brand

Shoes, Slippers and
Handbags.

had quite a reputation in the
underground. They had a distinc
tive sound, and Hooker is given
credit with developing it. A most
original musician, followers of
the group and Bob are going to
miss him. He was 28.
As many of you may have no
ticed, Odetta is coming to MSC.
Those of you who know who she
is will need no introduction. For
you others, Odetta is a superb

singer of folk songs, spirituals,
blues and rock. She's made godknows how many albums, and was
one of Dylan's early influences.
As fresh as she was when she
first appeared on the folk scene,
she will be of interest to all. Be
prepared for an interesting and
lively evening with old songs
and new. She's worked with such
fine musicians as Pete Seeger,
Sonny Terry, and Bob Dylan.
Backing her up will be the fan
tastic guitarist Bruce Langhorne.
Nonesuch has released a new
album entitled
SIBELIUS FOUR LEGENDS. It contains
some of Sibelius' tone poems
based on the KALEVALA, the
Finnish national epic poem.
Dr. Harlan H. Geiger
Though he was basically a sym
Optometrist - Contact l«nses
515 1st Ave. N. Fargo, N. Dak. phonic composer, these are some
of his best works. My favorites
are "The Swan of Tuonala" and
Or, Lloyd C. Carlson
"Leminkainen's
Journey."
Dr. Gay Ian B. Larson
You'll like also the collage on
the cover illustrating a scene out
Optometrists
of the poem. A beautiful album.

Professional
Directory

Contact Lenses

702 Center Ave.

GREAT GIFTS

and
items of

WHIMSY

When you select your
betrothal rings, the circle of
love becomes a reality. From
that moment on the beauty
of your diamond will for
ever recapture this special
moment. How wise of you to
insist upon visiting a reliable
jeweler, and selecting your
diamond under proper sur
roundings. In our store, we
additionally offer you the
guidance of a man trained in
gemology who can explain
and show you the subtle dif
ferences in diamond values.
With his help, you can be
assured that the stone you
select is the best quality for
the price you choose to pay.

THE
(SHOWN
(JEWELS
605 Northern Pacific Avenue
Fargo, North Dakota
Telephone: 237-6809
MEMBER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY

Dial 233-1624
Maybe treason would be worth
a try.
—Phil Ochs

Dr. Melicher
Optometrist
L.B.
Contact Lenses
1st Ave. & Roberts St. - Fargo
Phone 232-8353

Rock is dead.

[«j

•I:

—Jerome Clark
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State Col lege
From pg . I

completed the required number
of credit hours, took no major
or minor and did not complete
his general studies. Such a de=
gree is designed for those jobs
which require a college degree
in any field for hiring. The final
proposal by this committee would
be to have all state colleges
offer Afro-American classes
taught by black instructors and
also that American Indian history
classes be initiated.
6. The last area with which
the Association dealt was that of
Student Housing. Positions re
garding student representation
in the appointment of dorm dir
ectors and resident assistants
were discussed. The MSCSAalso
called enforcement of State Liv
ing Standards which is a law
requiring minimal standards be
met in all living quarters. An
end to all student discrimination
in regard to off-campus hous
ing rentals was proposed. Per
haps the most pressing problem
regarding off campus nousing,
however, went virtually un
touched. Increased rental prices
because one is a student were not
mentioned specifically by t h e
committee. Granted the word
"discrimination" might imply
such concerns but most certainly does not state it explicitly.
Students in the colleges of the
state are not so much concerned
that their apartments have enough
windows or if there is a fan in
the john but they do fret over
the inflated prices they must pay
simply because they are students.
After these proposals were fi
nally passed, with much discus
sion and many amendments, the
Association went on to deal with
general proposals that could not
be fitted into any of the six ma
jor categories.
The most significant of these
general policy proposals were in
troduced by the Moorhead dele
gation consisting of Rod Halverson, Dave Brawthen and Carole
Johnson. Halvorson was the first
to speak and introduced two re
solutions. The first reques
ted that the State College Board
lobby the state legislature to re
peal the law that states that any
student in Minnesota is prohi
bited from consuming alcoholic

beverages. The proposal passed
unanimously. His next proposal
stepped past the limits of the "li
beral" MSCSA and one of the few
proposals that contained any ori
ginality died on the table. Hal
vorson's request was that the
State College Board lobby with the
state legislators to enact legis
lation allowing students 21 and
over to consume liquor in their
doripitory rooms. The defeat of
this proposal was indicative of
the fear that the other colleges
had of the State Board. With
out exception all the other col
leges stressed the importance
of not provoking the ire of the
State Board. This fear was
.amply demonstrated in the Asso
ciation's refusal to endorse a
"request" to "lobby". Both
terms are not only vague but
lack any connotation of strength.
However, Halvorson's proposal
was defeated 8-3.
Dave Brawthen of MSC fol
lowed Halvorson by proposing the
request that had been long awai
ted by students from the entire
state. Brawthen proposed student
representation on the State Col
lege Board with voting rights.
Six students, one from each col
lege, would sit on the Board with
one-half vote each. The proposal
was moderate to say the least
but nonetheless it is the first
time that such a proposal had been
made. It passed unanimously.
Halvorson spoke again and in
troduced the final resolution. It
entailed provisions for the State
Board to allocate funds for the
express purpose of free distri
bution of contraceptives and birth
control information at all state
college Health Centers. The pro
posal passed without dissent.
At 11:58 p.m. the meeting adjourned and smaller groups were
formed to prepare press releases
and type all proposals for presen
tation the following afternoon.
Due to the length of the docu
ment, sleep could be afforded
by few of the delegates. At 10:45
a.m. all elements of the proposed
document were finished and
members prepared for a noon
luncheon with Chancellor Theo
dore Mitau.
Our dinner was to be served
at the Capp Towers in St. Paul
and it was here we were to have
our first glimpse of the founder of the Minnesota State Col-
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lege Common Market. Consider
ing the enormity of his job one
might expect the Chancellor to be
an impressive figure with white
hair and reserved manner. In
that vein Dr. Mitau was a com
plete disappointment. He was a
short, nervous man with a full
head of dark hair and a very con
genial way about him. He struck
me as the perfect stereoty pe of
the old college professor. His
glasses were silver, borderingof
being rimless and any attempt
he might have made to impress
us was thwarted from the be
ginning when we saw him sport
ing an unusually gawdy redplaid bow tie.
After shaking hands with each
of us the Chancellor sat at the
head table and commenced to in
form us of his eagerness to
meet students who were pursuing
change through the "proper chan
nels". He outlined the strategynecessary to allow us on the agen
da and the informed us that some
of the actions we were propos
ing had already been enacted by
the State Board. Dealing with
other measures he pointed out
that due to the Administration
Procedures Act many of our pro
posals would have to go through
a complicated maze of hearings
and legislative approvals. "All
this will take time," he said.
Mitau then emphasized the need
to "keep the lid on" in regard
to sudent demonstrations because
state college budgets are pre
sently being decided in the state
legislature. He said, "I look to
you responsible students to help
us in that respect." Thanking us
again for our concern he departed. We caucased for the final
time and left for the Capitol
Square Building.
The Chancellor's Report, the
first order of business, allowed
the delegation to speak imme
diately. Tim Dalton introduced
the MSCSA and explained that we
were there with "proposals" and
"requests" not "demands". "We
want to go through the proper
channels and do this thing demo
cratically," he stated. Following

his introduction each of the six
committee chairmen rose and
read that committee's recom
mendations. The Board listened
attentively, but when Halvorson's
contraceptive proposals were
read one could sense an uncom
fortable shifting and shuffling
of feet. A few eyeballs rolled
back into their owner's heads
and a few smirks were quicklyerased from amused members.
Upon conclusion of the presen
tation, several members ex
pressed their appreciation to the
MSCSA for the manner in which
the requests were made. We were
invited to visit the next meeting
of the Board and Chancellor Mi
tau was charged with organizing
a committee to ascertain the me
thods necessary to initiate the
stated proposals. On that note,

with reservations, many of the
delegates departed realizing that
no ihatter how insignificant some
of the proposals might have been
there was still much time and
hard work ahead of them.
President Roland Dille then
gave his President's report. (See
report elsewhere in this issut^

Hear the marching
Hear the drums
Suppose they give a war
And no one comes.
—Pop Art Band
Out of all this idle scheming
Can't We have something to feel?
—The Band

A Diamond From
Wimmer's Is A
Keepsake Forever
R E G I S T E R E D

Keepsake*
D I A M O N D
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R I N G S
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Representative

If you want to be the Dream
of your girl—give the girl of
your Dream a Diamond from
lOimmohA
OPEN E V E N i i M G S BY APPOINTMENT
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MEET THE CHAMP!

This 4-ounce wonder is the World's Best Ham
burger. One full quarter pound of good red lean
meat blended with U.S. Choice cornfed beef.
Tender. Tasty. Juicy. EXTRA juicy, because it is
slow-fried on a special temperature-controlled
grill t o s e a l t h e j u i c e s i n . T h e W o r l d ' s B e s t H a m 
b u r g e r . ( F o r o n l y t h e B E S T will d o f o r K I N G ' S . . .
and Y O U . )

KING'S Food Host U.S.A.
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916 Holiday Drive - Moorhead
1322 Main Avenue - Fargo
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President Dille, or oppose us,
but do not oppose us on our own
campus and then feign support
of us in the presence of your
superiors.
the present time the State
(Allege Board desperately needs
our help, as we need theirs. Dur
ing the coming five months a con
servative legislature will be al
lotting funds to the various state
colleges for the coming year.
Student destruction of statecdd
Student destruction of state col
lege property quite possibly will
lead to a reduction in the budget.
Because of this we have a posi
tion of power. The demands made
of the Board by the Minnesota
State College Student Association
are not radical in any way. They
are merely certain measures that
must be enacted to give the stu
dent some semblance of the posi
tion he deserves. It is conceivable
that the Board could stall for five
months and then come out with a
complete refusal of our propo-

A GIFT THAT
IS FOREVER

The Mistic
sals. It is a sad commentary that
we must hold "demonstrations"
as our final alternative to prob
lems that confront us-but we must
not dismiss it for it may be our
only way to accomplish our de
sires.
Perhaps the reaction of the
State College Board to our pre
sentation was the most signifi
cant act of the entire weekend.
They seemed quite impressed
with the "non-violent" approach
which we took, and perhaps be
cause of it they were extremely
eager to initiate our program.
What will happen when that plea
sant shock wears off remains to
be seen. We will try the "proper
channels" one final time. After
that there are no guarantees.

Chess Club meets every se
cond and fourth Thursday of
every month.
Place: The Student Senate
Conference room in the Stu
dent Union.
Time: 7 to 10 p.m.
Beginners AND girls are
welcome!
The next meeting is Feb.
6 at the same time and place.
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An Ode to The Greeks
by LeeAnn Derrick
Editor's note: This is the first
in a series of articles dealing with
the place the Greek system has on
the MS Campus. Miss Derrick is a
Mistic staffwriter, a member of
the Gamma Phi Beta Sorority, and
Panhellenic.
Just who are the Greeks on this
campus, and who does govern
them? This is a question that has
arisen over and over again in the
past year. The reason that the
Greeks have been just about com
pletely unknown this year is be
cause they have been operating
without recognition, and because
some of the things they do, do not
deserve recognition.
The question remains, WHO
ARE THE GREEKS?
This campus has four national
social sororities; Alpha Delta Pi,
Alpha Phi, Delta Zeta and Gamma
Phi Beta, two local fraternities;
Old Order of the Owls and Xi
Omega, two national frater
nities; Sigma Tau Gamma and Tau
Kappa Epsilon, andsevenprofessional fraternities.
The Greek population on this
campus consists of about 250
women and about 300 men. This
is about 1/10 of the total enroll

"Dak&ta TtatuMal
SanCz andHttost

ment at Moor head State.
The first step in forming a
Greek organization is for the
group to apply for a local chap
ter. After a period of about two
years this group can apply to
any one of the national greek
organizations for their national
charter. If the national decides
to colonize a chapter at the
school, and the local wishes to go
national, the group then becomes
a chapter in a national organi
zation. The real difference in
being local or national is that a
national chapter is governed un
der a national constitution, and
must report periodically to the
national headquarters.
There is a difference between
social and professional Greek or
ganizations. Social organizations
are open to anyone, while, in or
der to belong to a professional
organization, the students must
be in the field with which the pro
fessional fraternity is affiliated.
The social sororities are under
the jurisdiction of Panhellenic.
This consists of two members
from each sorority and the Dean
of Women. Panhellenic sets up
the quota of membership, formal
and informal rush, and handles
general sorority problems. In-,
terfraternity Council, which go
verns the fraternities, is run
along the same line as Panhelle
nic.

membership is up from 162,000
in 1962, to 200,000 today. The
number of national chapters has
risen from 3,600 to about 4,000
now. But the percentage of stu
dents who join Greek societies
is shrinking steadily. The reason
most given for this is, "For the
first time a student can feel he
neither should, nor should not,
belong to a fraternity. It is now
more of a personal choice instead
of something that is forced down
your neck."
(next week—what are the advan
tages of joining a Greek organi
zation?)

A. Hitler
"The streets of our country
are in turmoil. The universities
are full of students rebelling and
rioting. Communists are seeking
to destroy our country. Russia
is threatening us with her might
and the Republic is in danger.
"Yes, danger from within and
from without. We need law and
order. Without law and order our
Nation cannot survive.
"Elect us and we shall restore
law and order. Withoutlawand
order our Republic will fail."
—Adolph Hitler, 1932

Around here you have only two
alternatives. Either you freak
out or you go sane, and sanity
Is the Greek system dying? On is no alternative at all.
—Jerome Clark
the national scale, fraternity
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Dragon Cagers Down Morris, 72-69
After a week's leave from the
Northern Intercollegiate Confe
rence battles, Moor head State
College returns to the NIC front
with a pair of vital league mee
tings this week.
On Tuesday, Jan. 21, Moorhead traveled to Morris to meet
the University of Minnesota Morris in a 7:30 clash at the Mor
ris high school gymnasium. On
Friday, Jan. 24, Moorhead State
hosts Michigan Tech in a 7:30
affair.
Tuesday's game brought two
NIC powers face to face with the
Morris Cougers boasting a 3-0
record and Moorhead a 2-1 slate
Moorhead
in conference play.
proved to be the stronger of the
two holding off a Morris rally for
a
72-69 victory. Mike Berg,
Moorhead's sophomore guard,
led all scorers with 21 points.
Bricker Johnsen had 18, Steve
Colbv 12 and LarronSwansonand

Bob Williams 10 each. The de
fensive work of Williams and the
all-around play of Johnsen drew
praise from Skaar. The Dragon
coach saw his team consistently
come through in the tough going
which proved to be the key factor
in Moorhead's upping their con
ference record to 3-1. This is
what Skaar had to say before
Tuesday night's game with Mor
ris.
"We face a tremendous chal
lenge Tuesday",
coach Marv
Skaar commented. "UMM repre
sents one of the most potent of
fensive machines in the history of
the NIC. They have excellent
scoring power in Doug Maclver
(the league's leading scoere last
year) and guard Mike Tate. They
also are an excellent rebounding
club. We must come up with a
superb defensive effort." UMM
is unbeaten in three NIC games.
Skaar will start a three-guard
lineup against the Cougars, with

Bob Williams, Oregon, Mo., join
ing high-scoring Mike Berg,
Wahpeton, and Steve Colby, Ale
xandria. Larroil Swanson,Hart
ley, la. will open at center with
Bricker Johnsen, Underwood, at
forward.

vastly improved Huskies from
Michigan Tech. Dave Cade, the
new Tech head skipper, has
strengthened the Huskie attack
with a crop of talented fresh
men. Also on hand in Ted Wittig the third leading scorer in
the NIC last winter (17.9).
"We will give Bobby (Willi
Moorhead upped its seasonal
ams) the job of guarding Tate. slate to 10-2 with a convincing
He is perhaps our finest defen 73-54 triumph over Dickinson
sive player and he did a great State College at Mandan,N.D. last
job last winter holding (John) week. "It was one of our finest
Nordgaard to only five points in efforts of the year," Skaar com
our last meeting." Nordgaard mented.
was a second-team all-NIC pick
"Colby has indicated that he
last year.
has regained the scoring touch he
had last season," Skaar com
Moorhead is still not at full mented. Colby scored a seasonal
strength, with guard Yince Fel- high of 16 against the Savages.
chle, Devils Lake, still sidelined
"Bricker Johnsen also appears
with mononucleosis. Sophomore to be coming out of a scoring
Jim Ahlfors, Alexandria, has still slump," Skaar continued. "He
not regained full strength after a had an excellent week of prac
bout with the flu but he is ex tice and we hope it carries over
pected to see action.
this week. Swannie continues to be
our leading rebounder and to give
On Friday, Moorhead meets the us a great deal of offensive
help while Berg continues his fine
year."
Skaar will not be afraid to go
to the bench this week. "We have
been getting fine play from our

reserves. Steve Gregor,
is coming on strong and is figh
ting for a starting position. Bob
Matzke, Springfield, is making
the adjustment from junior
lege ball very well. We 'll c ^P
tainly need help from our re
serves in the weeks to come."
"The Dragon freshmen squad
upped its seasonal mark to 6-3
as it trounced the frosh of the
University of North Dakota, 8859 at MSC last week. Scoring
leaders continue to be Jim Hardy,
Phoenix, Ariz., Jerry Moorow,
Fargo North, John Holm, Brainerd, Kurt Sieve, Alexandria,
Doug Farder, Oslo and Greg
Smogard, Granite F'alls.

Thinclads

MSC Soccer Club
Saturday afternoon the MSC
International Students S o c c e r
Club journeyed 180 miles to
stomp on the Devil's Lake Junior
College's predominantly Ameri
can team, 19-10.
The MS team, not accustomed
to playing indoors, got off to a
slow start in the first half, miss
ing many scoring chances. Spar
ked by the play of Esa andKamal
Khatib, MS moved to a slim 4-3
lead at the first quarter and re
mained on top, 9-7, at the end
of the half.
Led by Joel Ortega andOffiong
Odoh, MS came back strong in the
second half, nearly shutting out
Devil's Lake in the thirdquarter.
The MS jocks then settled down
and coasted to a convincing 19-10
victory.
The game was played with sixmen on a side and with free sub
stitution allowed.
In three weeks Devil's Lake
will appear at Nemzek to avenge

their loss in the first meeting.
Plans arc now being made to play
St. John's University and the Uni
versity of Minnesota early this
spring. Anyone interested in join
ing the team should contact Kamal Khatib at 233-7021.
An ironic sidelight — Kenya's
leading young capitalist, Jitendra Patel, complained of the
"capitalist treatment" the team
received at Devil's Lake.

The Student Union's Program
ming Board will sponsor a bowl
ing tournament on the Union's
lanes on Monday, Jan. 27th from
7-9 p.m., and Wednesday, Jan. 29,
from 3-5 p.m.
Students not yet registered may
still do so on Monday the 27th in
the Union lobby from 12-1 p.m.
only.
The tournament's top four win
ners will go on to compete in the
Region 10 tournament at the Uni
versity of Minnesota, Feb. 13-15.

Moorhead State College will
send three representatives to the
National Association of Intercol
legiate Athletics (NAIA) national
indoor track meet at Kansas City,
Mo. this week.
Coach Ron Mas an z will bring
Dick Kimball, Park Rapids,Ter
ry Harrington, Halstad, andKenNygard, Dilworth, for the meet.
Kimball will compete in the 600
or the 880 with Harrington sche
duled to enter the 60-yard high
hurdles and Nygard the high jump.
The Dragon delegation
will
leave Moorhead Thursday with
the meet opening Friday and con
tinuing through Saturday.

CONTOURA
Rock is not dead.
Jolin I/iwe

w i t h D i a m o n d s of
Ultimate Beauty . . .

Folk died, but nobody bothered
to bury it.
— Tony Passanante

The VW Karmann Ghia.
The sporty looking car without
the sporty looking price.

There's folk music, and then
there's the other stuff.
— J.C. & E,P.
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FROM $100.00

Glenn Campbel

Simon & Oarfunkel

MJQ

The Supremes

Herb AI pert

Aietha Franklin

The Lettermen

Her f o n d e s t d r e a m s c o m e t r u e
when you choose a Contoura
diamond bridal set.

Budget Terms

Take Pictures At All College Activities
Make Epko Film Service Your Photo Headquartei
Cameras, Films, Flashbulbs, and Finishings.

Are available in the recoH departmert

The Bookstore

Moorhead State College

Available .in 14K white or yellow gold.

CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS

631 NP Ave.

235-6651

